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JOHN ASLANIS

John Aslanis was born in Athens, Greece on the 3rd of October, 1984.

His passion for music evolved in his teenage years, with his mastery of the harmonium. 
His strong ambition has not only led him to be the resident DJ in many renowned Athenian 
clubs but has been the Guest DJ throughout Europe, and has hosted for Radio Illegal
and Radio Ikaria since 2012.
 
HoweveHowever, it was in 2011 when DJ John Aslanis' career soared, when he was awarded the 
high-principled Resident DJ at the world famous, "Skandinavian Bar & Disco" in Mykonos,
Greece that he still holds today. 

Skandinavian Bar has lead the nightlife of Mykonos since 1978 and continues to be the 
leader with thousands of visitors from all arround the world!

In 2014, he was awarded the Resident DJ at “Guapaloca” at Paradise Beach in Mykonos, 
that was voted the #1 beach.
  
Mykonos is known as one of the top destinations in the world, bringing Hollywood Stars 
to the picturesque island. Filled with an incredible energy and atmosphere, it is impossible 
not to indulge in all of its beauties…but when the sun goes down that’s where 
DJ John Aslanis is at his best!  

With the demanding expectations of the Mykonos nightlife - 7 days a week, his energy 
and unfailing music selections, guide party hunter's to welcome sunrises like never before.

In 2015, he was awarded the Resident Radio DJ at “UFC Gym Radio”In 2015, he was awarded the Resident Radio DJ at “UFC Gym Radio”

His passion and commitment to his work, has earned him the respect as a true party leader
and his diverse club experiences leave you wanting more.

DJ Aslanis is currently working on producing some new tracks, which are going to be 
released in the near future on social media sources such as Mixcloud, Youtube, Twitter and 
Facebook where his page is already supported by his thousands of fans.



STATS
 5 YEARS RESIDENT DJ AT SKANDINAVIAN BAR MYKONOS WITH OVER 1500+ GIGS
RESIDENT DJ AT GUAPALOCA BEACH BAR (PARADISE BEACH MYKONOS)
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